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ABSTRACT

A COHORT STUDY INVESTIGATING AUTOANTIBODY LEVELS DURING AND
AFTERINFECTION WITH INFLUENZA A VIRUS
By

Michelle Alise Collins

Antinuclear autoantibodies (ANAs) are present in all individuals. In those with
autoimmune diseases they are routinely present in elevated levels. Although the
nature and development of autoimmune diseases are not fully understood there
are many hypotheses as to possible causes of an autoimmune disorder. One
possible cause is viral infections. The scope of this thesis study was to examine
if autoantibodies levels in individuals without autoimmune disorders increase
during or after infection with influenza A virus. Blood was collected from
volunteers (n=11) at time intervals of 0, 7, 42 and 63 days, respectively. Antibody
levels were measured using ELISA assays and ANA levels were measured using
immunofluorescence (IF) techniques. Results observed 45% of the volunteers
had increased ANA titers and antibodies, 36% had no change of ANA titers and
increased levels of antibodies, 9% had no change of ANA titers and decreased
levels of antibodies, and also 9% had no change of ANA or antibody titers. There
were no participants with decreased autoantibodies and antibodies.
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INTRODUCTION
The scope of this thesis was to address whether individuals who do not have an
autoimmune disease have an increase level in autoantibodies following infection
with influenza A virus. All humans have antinuclear autoantibodies (ANA)
present in their body and some degree of autoimmunity. Autoimmunity is a
phenomena in which the immune system is intolerant to it’s own self proteins
(Ermann and Fathman 760). Autoimmune diseases occur when the body’s
immune system attacks its own organs, tissues, or cells due to an increase of
autoantibody production or disruption in autoimmunity. Individuals afflicted with
autoimmune diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis or systemic lupus have a
variety of symptoms ranging from moderate to debilitating in severity. The exact
nature or cause of autoimmune disorders is not fully understood at present time,
although there are many well constructed and articulated theories as to why the
body’s antibodies would attack it’s own self-molecules, such as genetic
predisposition, molecular mimicry, environmental factors, antibiotic overuse, and
pathogen induced infections. Influenza A virus is an example of an infectious
agent that may posses the ability to trigger or exacerbate autoimmune diseases.
Although it is medically difficult to quantify a precise titer for a “healthy” individual
due to the physiological intra-relationships within the human body systems, the
“normal” ANA range is between 1:40–1:160 (Tan et al 1609).

A case study presented in the Scandinavian Journal of Rheumatology by
Ulvestad et al describes a life threatening situation manifested from a viral
1

infection in an individual with an autoimmune disorder (330-333). A 22 year old
female diagnosed with the autoimmune disease Sjögren’s syndrome was
hospitalized with influenza like illness symptoms. At day 0 her ANA titer was
1:640, not an uncommonly high value for a person with Sjögren’s syndrome. By
day 15 the titer of ANA had increased and continued to do so until peaking at day
42 before resuming to pre-infection levels. Antibodies against influenza A virus
were also detected between days 15–21 post infection. These findings suggest
that infection with influenza A virus may have induced the escalated levels of
autoantibodies in the woman. The paper continued to hypothesize that the viral
infection contributed to increased production of autoantibodies which resulted in
a pulmonary embolism.

My master’s thesis is a cohort study examining the levels of autoantibodies in
individuals without an autoimmune disorder during and after infection with
influenza A virus. To conduct this study, blood was collected from influenza
infected participants without an autoimmune disease at time intervals of 0 days, 7
days, 42 days and 63 days, respectively. From the collected serum samples, the
levels of antibodies were measured using antibody assays and the levels of
autoantibodies were measured using immunofluorescent techniques. The data
was then analyzed to address the study objective, does infection with influenza A
virus induce not only antibody production but also autoantibody production in
individuals without autoimmune disorders.
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BACKGROUND
An Overview of the Immune System and Autoimmune Diseases
This section presents an overview of the human immune system and
autoimmune diseases as described extensively in The Immune System by Peter
Parham. Additional references are cited within this section as well.

Innate Immune System Response
The human immune system is structured into two parts: the innate and the
adaptive. The innate immune response is rapid, less specific and utilizes
primarily phagocytes such as macrophages, neutrophils and monocytes, as well
as complement proteins, cytokines and natural killer (NK) lymphocytes. Primary
responses of the innate system to a stimulus are to 1) initiate an inflammatory
response, 2) destroy and remove pathogens by opsonization and phagocytosis,
and 3) activate complement. Inflammation is the local accumulation of fluid,
plasma proteins and white blood cells in response to a stimuli—the hallmark of
the innate immune response. Fever can also accompany inflammation as a
result of cytokine mediation in the hypothalamus. Immune molecules, or
opsonins, can coat the negatively charged antigen’s membrane thereby tagging
the antigen to be engulfed and digested by phagocytes. Natural antibodies,
typically IgM, produced from a subset of B cells recognize and remove antigens
and necrotic tissues. Complement is a system composed of plasma and cell
surface proteins that include three activation pathways. The main goals of the
activation pathways are to mark targets for destruction, to recruit other proteins
3

that facilitate target destruction and to participate directly in the destructive
process by osmotic lysis (Chaplin S455).

The innate system warning network consists of cytokines which are molecular
messengers that send intracellular messages by binding to cell surface
receptors. Common cytokines are interleukins and interferons (INF) which
interfere with viral replication. INFs also alert uninfected cells that a virus is
present and modifies surface cell markers on infected cells to be more effectively
recognized by T cells. Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNF) cytokines are proinflammatory cytokines that either localize at the site of infected tissue, or
manifest systemically throughout the body to activate cytotoxic T cells. NK
lymphocytes migrate from blood to infected tissue stimulating INFs to proliferate
and activating macrophages to secrete cytokines. If the innate response fails to
resolve an invasion by a foreign pathogen, it provides an environment via cellular
communications to secondary lymphoid tissue for the adaptive response to
amplify the immune response; the pit bull of the immune system.

Adaptive Immune System Response
The adaptive immune response occurs through antigen specific B cell and T cell
mediated pathways, also referred to as antibody immunity and cellular immunity.
Immune targeted response can occur within hours, or may take up to weeks to
develop. B and T cells originate in the bone marrow from stem cells. B cell gene
rearrangement occurs in the marrow, whereas T cells travel to develop in the
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thymus for gene rearrangement. At this stage both B and T cells are naïve,
having never encountered a foreign molecule and migrate to a secondary
lymphoid tissue such as spleen or lymph nodes. When the body is invaded by a
pathogen, the antigen is presented to these B and T cells by antigen presenting
cells (APC) to incite clonal expansion––the process of quickly recruiting and
multiplying lymphocytes to combat a foreign invader. Activated T cells then leave
the lymphoid tissue to hunt down the antigen, whereas activated B cells begin to
secrete neutralizing antibodies (Parkin and Cohen 1781).

Activated T cells bind to antigen peptides via T cell receptors (TCR) and
membrane major histocompatibility complexes (MHC) molecules, and surface coreceptor CD4 and CD8 molecules. MHC class I molecules bind intracellular
protein fragments that have been synthesized within a cell and present those
peptides to cytotoxic CD8 T cells (Tc); this is also known as the endogenous
pathway. TCR will bind to this antigen bound complex, but a second
costimulation signal between the APC and T cell is required to activate the T cell.
If there is no secondary signal, the T cell enters a state of anergy or dies by
apoptosis. Once the Tc is activated, it inserts toxic enzymes into the antigen’s
membrane thereby lysing the cell. MHC class II molecules bind extracellular
protein fragments that have been ingested and present those peptides to helper
CD4 T cells (Th1 and Th2); this is also known as the exogenous pathway. CD4 T
cells primary function is to orchestrate cellular and antibody immunity. Th1 cells
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activate macrophages and phagocytes to kill pathogens and secrete cytokines,
whereas Th2 cells stimulate B cells to produce antibodies.

Neutralizing Antibodies
B cell produced antibodies can bind to a pathogen so tightly that they neutralize
it, thereby rendering the pathogen unable to replicate or infect other cells.
Binding occurs between the complementarity determining region (CDR) on the
antibody and the epitope of the antigen. Additionally B cell activation also
requires a secondary binding mechanism between a co-receptor on the B cell
and a ligand on the pathogen. The bound antigen is then opsonized with
assistance of complement and phagocytized by macrophages. Antibodies can
also neutralize an antigen via a T cell independent (TI) or T cell dependent (TD)
pathway depending on the antigen. TI pathways may occur when the body is
infected with bacteria, because the polysaccharide or lipid residues on the
surface of the bacteria are binding targets for the complement proteins, a
process independent of T cell activation. B cells then bind to the complement
protein attached microbe complex and produce antibodies. During a TD
response, Th2 cells recognize the antigen presented on the B cell surface via an
MHC class II molecule, become activated and in turn trigger B cell clonal
expansion. TD pathways are more effective because antibodies can engage in
isotype switching; a phenomenon where the constant heavy chain of the
immunoglobin undergoes a transformation resulting in a different antibody (e.g.
IgM switches to IgG). The heavy chain is encoded by the diversity gene segment
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which lies between the variable and joining gene segments of the light chain in a
typical antibody structure. Additionally during TD response, memory B cells are
formed in the lymph nodes.

Autoimmune Diseases
Failure to maintain autologous tolerance, or the ability to decipher between nonself and self-molecules in the T and B cell population can result in autoimmune
diseases. Autoimmune diseases are disorders of the immune system that can
cause chronic or acute illnesses, typically characterized by increased levels of
autoantibodies. Examples of autoimmune disease include systemic lupus
erythematosus (SLE) and multiple sclerosis (MS). SLE is an exacerbating
inflammation in the joints, blood vessels and tissues. MS is an autoimmune
response against the myelin sheath of nerve cells with symptoms of numbness in
limbs, blurred vision, slurred speech, tremors and fatigue. The immune system
has safe guards such as gene rearrangement, and positive and negative
selection processes built in during T cell and B cell development to prevent
autoimmune diseases. Although these mechanisms are not totally efficacious,
they are proficient and similarly designed between the two types of lymphocytes.

In the development stage, both T cells and B cells cycle through a gene
arrangement process governed by recombination activating genes (RAG).
Genes are continually rearranged to produce a positive signal. The gene
reshuffling process allows T cells and B cells to have a diverse range of
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receptors with different binding affinity and specificity—the hallmark of the
adaptive immune system. If a positive signal is never produced then apoptosis is
induced. Naïve T cells that do not react with self MHC molecules result in death
by neglect, referred to as positive selection. Conversely, naïve T cells that have
too high of a binding affinity to self-antigens are also eliminated by apoptosis or
anergized, referred to as negative selection. B cells go through a process similar
to negative selection, referred to as clonal deletion.

Even with these regulated mechanisms, the host immune security system can be
breached resulting in autoreactivity and autoimmune disease onset. Initially
acute inflammation flourishes, followed by T cells and B cells attacking selfmolecules resulting in tissue necrosis, intracellular signals miscommunication, or
chronic inflammation. Currently, the processes that subsequently lead to an
autoimmune disease are not fully understood. Possible factors contributing to an
autoimmune disease include 1) Genetic predisposition, 2) Molecular mimicry, 3)
External and internal environment influences, 4) Pathogen induced infections and
5) Antibiotic over use. The genetic factor is complex and not completely
understood. Regions of chromosomes have been linked to increased
autoimmune disease risk, although it is uncertain if genes specific for a disease
are within a susceptible region or shared between different loci where one set of
genes is the predisposition of the disease and another set determines the target
organ. Molecular mimicry is when the immune system attacks self-proteins that
are structurally and phenotypically similar to non-self antigens. This
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misinterpretation can occur when a peptide bound to an MHC molecule has a
similar sequence to a pathogenic peptide initiating an adaptive immune
response. Common external environmental factors are pollution and smoking,
whereas common internal environmental results are physical trauma and stress;
all which can lead to persistent, chronic inflammation within the body (along with
other cellular damages which could result in an array of health concerns).
Pathogen induced viral or bacterial infections such as influenza or pneumonia
ignite an accelerated production of T cells and B cells. This mass manufacture of
lymphocytes increases the possibility that autoreactive cells are made, cells
which elude positive and negative selection or clonal deletion and are selfattacking proteins. The “Hygiene Hypothesis” theorizes that lifestyle changes in
industrialized countries, for example the wide use of antibiotics, does not allow
for a full spectrum repertoire of T cells and B cells to develop resulting in
inadequate immunoregulation to decipher between a foreign protein or a selfprotein (Okada et al 2,5).

Treatment of Autoimmune Diseases
Approximately five percent of the population in the United States and Europe are
afflicted with autoimmune disorders, making this societal disease burden one of
the most expensive to treat and manage (Persidis 1038). The current standard
of care is to down-regulate the immune system with immunosuppressive drugs
that have either anti-inflammatory properties, cytotoxic capabilities to destroy
proliferating lymphocytes, or inhibit T cell activation pathways. Noteworthy
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constraints of immunosuppressive drug regiments are the noxious side effects,
for instance headaches, fatigue, loss of hair and/or feeling malaise. Furthermore,
a major flaw with this class of medications is the increased susceptibility the
individual has to secondary and opportunistic infections due to being in a
generalized immunosuppression.

Due to the risk and potential dangers associated with immune suppressive drugs,
research in therapeutic strategies has largely revolved around targeted immune
therapies (Mackay and Rosen 346). Research approaches include engineering
recombinant monoclonal antibodies to compete against autoantibodies for
selected binding sites; or designing and developing immunogenic epitopes
administered via an injection to elicit a low level immune response to an antigen,
similar to a vaccine (Steinman et al 63). Antigen induced tolerance is also a hot
topic among doctors and scientists. The key to this puzzle is how to modulate or
trick the immune system into tolerating and not attacking specific proteins.
Because autoimmune diseases affect so many people and treatments cost so
much money, because the immunopathogenesis of these disorders are still
unknown and the present-day diagnostic tests are not disease specific, because
current medications leave individuals feeling toxic while causing collateral
damage to healthy immune cells, there is a persistent yearning for global
research and development in this field.

10

An Overview of Influenza A Virus
This section presents a summary of the influenza A virus as described
extensively in chapters 47 and 48 in Fields Virology edited by Knipe and Howley.
Additional references are cited within this section as well.

Epidemiology and Evolution
Influenza is a contagious acute respiratory infection. According to the Center of
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), influenza virus annually infects on
average 5-20% of the U.S population and is responsible for approximately
200,000 hospitalizations and up to 50,000 deaths, either directly or indirectly due
to secondary pneumonia infections <Seasonal influenza epidemiology>.
Symptoms routinely include fever, sneezing, coughing, muscle soreness, fatigue,
sore throat, nasal congestion and headache. The estimated economic burden of
influenza due to medical costs and work absenteeism is about $10.4 billion
annually in the US (Molinari et al 5086).

The influenza virus is characterized by a negative sense single strand
segmented viral ribonucleic acid (RNA) genome and resides in the
Orthomyxoviridae family. There are three influenza strains: A, B and C, clinically
distinguishable by the host serological response to their internal proteins.
Influenza A virus is further classified by its surface markers, hemagglutinin (HA)
and neuraminidase (NA). Influenza virus nomenclature is as follows: strain,
species virus was isolated from (omitted if human), location of isolate, number of
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isolate, year of isolation and if the strain is A, also the subtypes. For example, A/
chicken/Chile/4957/2002/H5N2 is influenza A isolated from a chicken in Chile in
2002, it is 4,957 isolate and surface protein configurations are H5 and N2.

Phylogenetic analyses of influenza A HA and NA subtypes revealed they are all
maintained in avian species, leading to the hypothesis that mammalian influenza
A viruses are derived from an avian influenza gene pool; specifically aquatic feral
birds because they have evolved to be asymptomatic from infection, and
therefore thought to be the natural reservoir for the virus (Webster et al 153).
Influenza A infects primarily epithelial cells found in the gastrointestinal tract of
waterfowl. Fecal viral shedding contaminates lakes, oceans, and other
boundaries of waters thus drinking water becomes the route of transmission from
aquatic to land-based species. Once ingested, viral attachment receptors can
mutate to invade epithelial cells in the respiratory tract of land-based birds and
mammals. This advantageous mutation to facilitate cross-species infection is an
important reason why influenza A has been termed an archetype of successful
viral fitness.

Simply, viral fitness refers to the virus’s ability to continually replicate and infect
other cells and/or species. Viruses need their host’s internal protein synthesis
machinery for maintenance and survival. Characteristics that impact viral fitness
include drug resistance and escape from host immunity due to genetic diversity
and mutation rates. The error prone RNA polymerase complex proofreading
12

ability during transcription contributes favorably to mutations within the binding
region of hemagglutinin proteins, thereby allowing the virus to escape
neutralizing antibodies and drug treatments. Additionally, this poor editing protein
framework, along with the eight segmented RNA genome, permits and promotes
infectivity within species and cross-species––a key component of viral fitness.
Another key advantageous trait lies within its avian gene pool. Influenza A is
both asymptomatic and ubiquitous in feral birds, allowing for continued cross
continental viral evolution.

Viral Structure
Architecturally, influenza A virus is composed of a host derived lipid bilayer
membrane. The overall composition of the virus is 1% RNA, 20% lipids, 5–8%
carbohydrates, and approximately 70% proteins. The genome is an eightstranded RNA which encodes for ten gene products. The annual rate of diversity,
or nucleotide mutations, for influenza RNA ranges between 1.3 × 10-3 and 3.7 ×
10-3 per site (Lavenu et al 514). Viral RNAs (vRNA) are negative (-) sense single
stranded nucleic acids that are transcribed into positive (+) sense messenger
RNA (mRNA) to make proteins and complementary RNA (cRNA) to make more
vRNA. This protein production and viral replication can be expressed as:
Protein Translation: vRNA → mRNA → proteins
Viral Replication: vRNA → cRNA
cRNA → vRNA → new viral progeny or cRNA

Hemagglutinin (HA), a surface glycoprotein, has a primary function of attachment
to host cells. Neuraminidase (NA) is also a surface glycoprotein, it’s primary
13

function is to release virus from host cells and clear the environment for viral
progeny to spread. Matrix proteins (M1 and M2) assist in viral entry and viral
shedding. M1 proteins layer between surface proteins and the nucleocapsid
forming a shell around virion particles to support viral protein assembly. M2
proteins are transmembrane proteins which regulate the pH between viral and
host cells via an ion channel. The RNA polymerase complex is a collection of
three proteins (PB1, PB2 and PA) that catalyzes RNA synthesis. Polymerase
basic 1 (PB1) catalyzes sequential addition of nucleotides during the elongation
process of transcription. Polymerase basic 2 (PB2) recognizes and binds the 5’
cap structure on vRNA to initiate transcription of mRNA. Currently, the specific
function of polymerase acidic (PA) is unknown, although mutations to this protein
disrupts both transcription and translation processes. Nucleoprotein (NP)
encapsulates viral RNAs, it’s primary role is switching RNA polymerase activity
from mRNA synthesis to cRNA and vRNA synthesis. Nonstructural proteins (NS1
and NS2) play a role in viral replication, although the exact mechanisms are not
yet fully understood.

Viral Replication
Once influenza A virus enters the body, viral replication can be broken down into
four stages: 1) attachment to host cells, 2) RNA replication and protein
production, 3) migration and release of new viral progeny and 4) infiltration to
infect other cells. The first stage starts when HA binds to surface sialic acids
(SA) on the host’s epithelium cells in the respiratory tract. HA recognizes an
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α-2,6-glycosidic linkage between the sialic acid and monosaccharides galactose
(SA α-2,6 Gal). After the virus attaches to sialic acids via HA proteins, M2
proteins mediate an increase in proton concentration in the host cells, thereby
creating an acidic environment allowing fusion between virus and host. This
acidic environment also facilitates an irreversible conformational change of HA to
HA1 and HA2. HA1 is cleaved off. HA2 fuses with host peptides to create pores
in the cell membrane inserting viral proteins (Stegmann, Booy and Wilschut
17744). Viral proteins advance to the nucleus, seize the host protein synthesis
machinery and proceed with production of viral RNA replication and proteins.
Accumulation of newly synthesized M1 proteins stimulates migration of viral
particles to the host cell membrane. Newly assembled viral particles extrude
against the host membrane until they are enveloped with a lipid bilayer, a
process also referred to as viral budding. NA proteins cleave surface sialic acid
releasing new virus offspring into the host, this process is commonly referred to
as viral shedding. Afterwards NA proteins continue to cleave sialic acids in the
host, clearing a route for new virus to roam, infecting unwary cells.

Transmission, Immune Response and Treatment
Influenza A is transmitted through direct contact with an infected individual,
inhalation of infectious aerosols, or exposure to virus contaminated fomites.
Fomites are inanimate objects that can serve as vehicles to spread the virus
through indirect contact (Mubareka et al 858). In response to infection, the
immune system increases production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and natural
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killer cells. MHC class I molecules present viral peptides from HA, NP, PB2, and
M proteins to CD8 T cells. These cytotoxic lymphocytes appear 6 to 14 days
post infection to target and lyse infected cells. CD4 T cell’s primary antiviral
activity is to assist B cells in producing neutralizing antibodies. Antigen induced
antibodies can be detected as early as 5 days post infection (Baumgarth et al
350) with the capabilities to either attack NA proteins restricting viral spreading or
neutralizing HA proteins to prevent attachment.

Influenza A infection may be treated with antiviral medications. For instance,
Amantadine and Rimantadine can inhibit viral replication by blocking the ion
channel activity mediated by M2 proteins and also blocking conformational
change of HA proteins. Zanamivir and Oseltamivir are NA inhibitor drugs that
can prevent viral shedding. Unfortunately, due to the virus’s high mutation rate
these antiviral drugs are not completely effective treatments.

Prevention of infection is enhanced by receiving an annual vaccination. The
World Health Organization (WHO) maintains a global surveillance program of
circulating influenza strains, and uses what is sometimes referred to as the
“predict and produce” approach to determine which strains to include in the
seasonal vaccine. Currently, there are two types of vaccines, inactive and
attenuated. Inactivated vaccines are trivalent, typically composed of surface
proteins from two influenza A subtypes and one influenza B subtype. Attenuated
vaccines are constructed typically from live strains, mutated to either grow at a
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reduced temperature or by removing an attachment amino acid to restrict viral
replication in the host’s respiratory tract. This vaccine introduces the immune
system to influenza proteins or weakened strain, allowing antibodies to be made
before transmission thereby thwarting infection.

Viral Mutations
Antigenic variability of influenza A can be broken down into two distinct
phenomena: antigenic drift and antigenic shift. Antigenic drift is the accumulation
of point mutations within the nucleotide sequence of HA and NA surface viral
glycoproteins. The effect of individual mutations may be minor, but gradually
over time results in a sequence that is unrecognizable to the immune system and
antiviral medications. Antigenic shift is reassortment within the genome resulting
in viral glycoproteins immunologically distinct from previous strains.
Reassortment occurs when the host is simultaneously infected with different
subtypes. The rearrangement is supported by the virus’s genomic design of
eight unconnected, segmented RNA strands which can allow strands from one
species to mix with strands from another species thus emerging as a novel virus.
Antigenic drift can lead to epidemics; whereas antigenic shift can lead to
pandemics.

Pandemics and Epidemics
Pandemics infect a vast population in a relatively short time across more than
one continent with considerable mortality and morbidity outcomes. Epidemics
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are less dramatic and tend to occur at inter-pandemic intervals. Unless
otherwise cited, epidemiology data presented below is either from the Center of
Control and Prevention of Diseases <CDC.gov>, the World Health Organization
International <WHO.int> or U.S department of Health and Human Services
<HHS.gov> websites.

The 1918 “Spanish Flu” (H1N1) pandemic killed about 50 million world-wide
and 675,000 in the U.S. To put this infectious massacre into perceptive, the
Spanish flu killed 25 million in 25 weeks whereas AIDS killed 25 million in 25
years (Knipe 1697). Secondary bacterial infection following the initial influenza
infection was also a prominent cause of the extreme fatality rate during the 1918
pandemic (Brundage and Shanks 1193). Poor medical resources (medications,
hospital beds, personnel and sterile supplies) were all proliferating factors for
bacterial infections. Military troop mobilization traversing between countries,
cities and towns during and after World War I also accelerated the spread of
infection. A unique characteristic of the Spanish Flu was that fatality did not
discriminate based on age, sex or demographics. Death was not only reserved
for the very young, elderly and immune compromised individuals, but also 20–40
year old individuals with sturdy immune systems. A reasonable proposed theory
for the high death toll among healthy adults is a notion known as “cytokine storm”
(Morens and Fauci 1022). During a cytokine storm, the immune system goes
into overdrive, using a “hit hard and hit early” approach in response to pathogens
and releases an over exuberant amount of pro-inflammatory cytokines that enter
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in the blood stream resulting in systemic inflammation and severe lung damage
(Tisoncik et al 21). Phylogenetic analyses on archived lung tissue from infected
soldiers, along with reverse genetics techniques, indicate the 1918 strain was of
avian origin (Knipe and Howley 1699). Additionally, the pandemic strain did not
contain the basic amino acid sequence characteristic of virulent avian subtypes
and was also antigenically similar to circulating swine influenza strains of the
early 20th century. A common speculation is that the Spanish Flu was derived
from an avian source through a swine intermediate (Reid et al 1655).

The following pandemics were the 1957 “Asian Flu” (H2N2) and the 1968
“Hong Kong Flu” (H3N2). Mortality was approximately 1 million (70,000 in the
US) and half a million (33,800 in the US), respectively. Both pandemics were
due to antigenic shift between human and avian strains. Infection rates were
highest among young individuals, possibly due to absent pre-existing immunity.
Whereas, mortality rates were highest with the elderly population mostly likely
due to secondary respiratory infections and weakened immune systems. This
pattern is common in most 20th century pandemics.

The 1977 “Russian Flu” (H1N1) was an outbreak that ignited public alarm.
While mortality rate is unknown, infection was also primarily in young individuals,
and interestingly the HA and NA proteins were antigenically similar to 1957 Asian
Flu strains. This re-appearance of a H1N1 strain puzzled scientists and fueled
conspiracy theories. Had the virus remain latent and unchanged for 20 plus
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years perhaps preserved in a deep subarctic freeze? Or did a lab experiment
gone awry, perhaps accidentally releasing with live virus while attempting to
formulate a vaccine (Kilbourne 12). Answers to these questions are not yet
known.

In 1997 and 2003 “Bird Flu” (H5N1) epidemics caused a frenzy of fear and
trepidation. It made international headlines in 1997 as the first reported
transmission of an influenza strain entirely of avian origin infecting a human and
this same subtype re-emerged in 2003. Human to human transmission and
mortality rates were very low for both outbreaks and neither were considered a
human epidemic or pandemic. Although in regards to the bird population, both
outbreaks were considered global pandemics due to the overall high mortality
rates. Avian influenza is divided into two classes: Highly Pathogenic Avian
Influenza (HPAI) and Low Pathogenic Avian Influenza (LPAI). HPAI strains are
tremendously contagious and fatal within the poultry population. An estimated
1.5 million (in 1997) and 100 million birds (in 2003) were infected and/or
prophylactically slaughtered as a means to control viral shedding. LPAI strains
are not as extreme and are also found circulating in swine.

The 2009 “Swine Flu” (H1N1) was the first pandemic of the 21st century and set
off an immense wave of public pandemonium due to its genetic make-up. This
strain was the product of triple reassortment antigenic shift between human,
avian and swine species. Pigs have both 2,3 and 2,6 saliac acid receptors for
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influenza viral attachment and are often termed the “mixing vessels”. Whereas
humans have 2,6 and birds have 2,3 SA receptors. A recent published report on
the 2009-2010 H1N1 influenza pandemic estimates 60.8 million cases, 274,304
hospitalization and 12,469 deaths occurred in the U.S (Shrestha S75).

A Segue into Autoantibodies Levels During Influenza A Virus Infection
As mentioned earlier in the immune system overview section, plausible
contributing factors of autoimmune diseases include viral infections, and that
autoimmune disease are typically characterized by heightened levels of
autoantibodies. The following sections of this paper explore autoantibody levels
during inflection with influenza A virus.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Volunteer Recruitment and Sample Collection
This study was approved for Human Subject Research following review by
NMU’s Institutional Review Board (Appendix B). Verbal and written informed
consent along with a general health questionnaire was obtained from all
participants. During the 2008 winter semester, volunteer recruitment for this
influenza research study was promoted by way of pamphlets and flyers
distributed throughout NMU’s campus. Radio promos on WUPX 91.5 Radio X,
along with an interview article published in The North Wind (Berken 1) were
additional broadcasting media used to inform the college community about the
study. Monetary compensation was not awarded to individuals for participation,
however, Starbucks located on campus in the NMU’s learning resource center
did contribute a free coffee to volunteers for each blood donation. Volunteers
were both male and female, ranging in ages 18–35 years old, screened for
influenza like illness (ILI) symptoms from their clinical symptoms and asked if
they had any autoimmune diseases. The CDC defines ILI symptoms as having a
fever greater or equal to 100℉, and a cough and/or sore throat in the absence of
a known cause other than influenza <CDC ILI Symptoms>. Blood was collected,
when possible, at time intervals of day 0, 7 days, 21 days, 42 days and 63 days.
Day 0 is the day of the first blood draw, when volunteers exhibited ILI symptoms
and enrolled in the study. Subsequent time intervals were ±3 days due to time
constrictions of volunteers to donate blood over weekends, holidays and spring
break. Two volunteers had tested positive for influenza A virus at Marquette
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General Hospital (MGH), noted as positive control serum samples 28U-A and
67W-A. Volunteer 07X had no ILI symptoms or autoimmune diseases, therefore
was used as the negative serum control.

Blood was collected by personnel certified in drawing and handling blood
specimens such as nurses and medical technologists at Ada B. Vielmetti Health
Center, faculty from the Clinical Lab Science Department (CLS) and certified CLS
students. Additionally, I became an American Society of Clinical Pathology
certified phlebotomist to collect blood for this study. Blood was collected in red
top vacutainer collection tubes, allowed to clot at room temperature for
approximately 15 minutes and centrifuged between 1500–2500 rpm for at least
15 minutes. Serum tubes were labeled with volunteer’s last name and date, and
stored at -70℃ or -35℃. After all blood donations were collected, the samples
were thawed and aliquoted into microtubes. A third party independent of this
study labeled the samples with a code following the “common rule” guideline that
de-identification involves removal of all information that could readily identify the
individual according to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) Privacy Rule as outlined in the Veteran Health Administration (VHA)
Handbook <VHA Handbook HIPAA Privacy Rule>. Each code consisted of two
numbers and one letter. Additionally, an “A” was added to the positive control
serum samples. The samples were then frozen and stored at -70℃ or -35℃
until needed for testing.
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Detection of Antibodies against Influenza A Virus using ELISA
General ELISA Procedure
Unless otherwise noted, enzyme linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA)
described in this study used the following described reagents, washing and
blocking steps and development procedures. Immulon 2Hb (Thermo Scientific)
plates were used. Plate washes were performed three times at room
temperature with 150 μL of Hanks balanced salt solution (HBSS; Sigma Aldrich)
with 0.05% Tween 20 (Sigma Aldrich) at pH 7.4. Blocking phases were
completed for two hours at room temperature with a 100 μL of blocking buffer
consisting of 10% dry, nonfat milk (Carnation®) in NaHCO3 (Sigma Aldrich) at pH
9.6. Fifty microliters of 1-Step Ultra TMB (3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine) was
used as the ELISA substrate (Thermo Scientific). Developing reactions were
stopped after 10 minutes with 50 μL 1 M H2S04 (Sigma Aldrich). The optical
density (OD) was read spectrophotometrically at 450 nm using a BioTek®
microplate reader with Gen5 software (BioTek®, Vinooski, VT). Serum and
secondary antibody were diluted using the phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
buffer supplied from the NOVA Lite® kit.

Secondary Antibody Working Dilution
The secondary antibody (2˚Ab) used was goat anti-human IgA/G/M (heavy and
light chains) peroxidase conjugate antibody (Thermo Scientific). The optimal
working dilution was determined by pipetting 50 μL of non-diluted serum using
negative serum control (07X) across two rows of a microtiter plate and incubated
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at 4°C overnight. The plate was washed, blocked and then 50 μL of diluted
secondary antibody from 1:100 to 1:204800 was added into the wells. After room
temperature incubation for an hour, the plate was washed, developed with
substrate and analyzed for blue color development.

Virus Working Dilution
Influenza strain A/Memphis/102/72/H3N2 was provided by Dr. Osvaldo Lopez
(Booshoft School of Medicine at Wright State University, Dayton Ohio). Virus
stock was stored at -80℃. Each well was coated with 50 μL of virus diluted in
0.05 M NaHCO3 (Sigma Aldrich) buffer solution at pH 9.6 from 1:20 to 1:10240
incubated overnight at 4℃. The plate was washed, blocked and washed again.
Fifty microliters of sera diluted at 1:100 and 1:500 from negative serum control
(07X) was added to the plate and incubated for one hour at room temperature.
The plate was washed, covered with 50 μL of 2˚Ab and incubated for one hour at
room temperature. The plate was then washed and developed with substrate.
The reaction was stopped with sulfuric acid, the OD was measure and graphed
to determine the working virus concentration.

Influenza Antibodies Detection
Once the secondary antibody and virus working concentrations were determined,
ELISA’s were performed with volunteer’s sera to analyze any changes in
antibody concentrations to determine presence of viral infection. To recapitulate
the ELISA procedure, microtiter wells were coated with 50 μL of virus (1:160) for
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eight hours, washed three times and blocked overnight at 4℃. Plates were
washed three times, blocked for two hours and washed three times. Fifty
microliters of diluted volunteer sera was added to each well and incubated at
room temperature for one hour. The sera dilution range was from 1:40 to 1:3200.
Plates were washed three times, 50 μL of goat anti-human IgA/G/M (1:1000) was
added and incubated at room temperature for one hour. Plates were washed
three times, 50 μL of TMB substrate was added, after 10 minutes the reaction
was stopped with 50 μL 1 M H2S04, and the OD was read at 450 nm.

Autoantibody Measurement using Fluorescent Microscopy
Immunofluorescence Detection of Autoantibodies
Immunofluorescence (IF) assay with HEp-2 cells is the classical technique for the
detection of antinuclear autoantibodies (ANA) (Peene, Veys and Keyser 1131). It
is routinely used as a screening test for possible presence of autoimmune
diseases by measuring the amount of ANA present in serum, although it is not a
test for specific disease diagnoses. The amount of apple green fluorescence is
proportional to the amount of ANA present. HEp-2 is a tumor cell line derived
from human epithelial cells that recognizes upwards of 100 different
autoantibodies (P. Perner, H. Perner and MuÈller 161). Briefly, IF-ANA assays
entails fixing HEp-2 cells on microscope slides, adding a primary antibody (e.g.
serum autoantibodies), incubating for a specific time and at specific temperature,
washing slides with a buffer solution to remove any unbound autoantibodies,
adding a secondary antibody coupled with detection agent (e.g. fluorescein
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conjugate anti-human antibody), incubating, washing and then analyzing the
slides under a fluorescent microscope.

NOVA Lite® HEp-2 (INOVA Diagnostic, Inc., San Diego) was the assay kit used to
measure autoantibodies in volunteer’s serum. The IF-ANA kit included HEp-2
substrate slides, anti-human IgG conjugate goat fluorescein labeled antibody (in
a buffer containing Evans Blue as a counter stain), ANA titratable endpoint
pattern control (also referred to as the positive system control), a negative
system control, PBS and mounting medium. The positive system control
consisted of a buffer with human serum antibodies to HEp-2 cells, inversely the
negative system control consisted of a buffer without any human serum
antibodies to HEp-2 cells. Testing was conducted according to the
manufacturer’s instructions <NOVA Lite HEp-2 instruction manual>. Reagents
were stored at 2–8℃, brought to room temperature (20–25℃) and mixed
thoroughly prior to use. Serum samples were diluted two-fold to 1:40 to 1:1280
with PBS. Approximately 20–25 μL of the positive and negative controls were
added onto the first two wells of the substrate slide. Twenty-five microliters of
diluted serum samples were pipetted onto the remaining wells. The slide was
incubated in a moisture chamber for 30 minutes and washed three times with
PBS. Approximately 20–25 μL of fluorescein conjugated antibody was added to
each well, incubated for 30 minutes in a moisture chamber and washed three
times with PBS. Afterwards a thin continuous strip of mounting medium was
applied to the bottom edge of a coverslip, then the coverslip was careful placed
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atop of the slide so that mounting medium spread uniformly across the slide
without creating any air bubbles. The slide and coverslip were sealed together
with a lacquer along the edges.

Slides were observed at 10×, 40× and 100× magnification using a Olympus BX41
microscope. Immersion oil was used for 100× magnification. A combination filter
set was used to capture fluorescent photo images. The first set was fluorescein
(peak wavelengths at 515 nm for emission, 495 nm for excitation); the second set
was Evans Blue (peak wavelengths at 610 nm for emission, 550 nm for
excitation). Digital images of cells were captured using imaging platform
software CytoVision® 7.0 (Genetix, San Jose) and the amount of fluorescent was
semi-quantitatively analyzed. When referring to figures 2A-12A in Appendix A
Immunofluorescent Images, the reported value is the highest titer positive for
autoantibodies. For example volunteer 28U-A day 0 sample was positive for ANA
at 1:320. This means serum titers 1:40, 1:80, 1:160 and 1:320 were all positive
for ANA, but a titer 1:640 was negative for ANA.

Camera Software
Software configurations for filters were optimized using in accordance with the
CytoVision ® 7.0 instruction manual <CytoVision manual>. Photos were taken at
different bright and black ranges and exposure time settings with the positive and
negative IF-ANA system controls, and positive negative volunteer serum controls
at 1:40 dilution until a uniformed setting was determined (i.e. the same setting
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that resulted in quality photos for both sets of negative and positive controls).
Bright and black setting ranges from 0–255, with 0 being all black and 255 being
all white. Black setting is the value or amount of black in the image; whereas
bright setting is the image brightness. Software exposure setting indicates how
long the camera scans an image before the image is captured.
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RESULTS
Volunteer Recruitment and Sample Collection
Of the initial recruited volunteers, 61% were evaluated for the study and 39%
were dropped due to personal reasons and/or time constraints which prevented
them from donating blood consecutively during the collection stage. Five
volunteers were not available to give blood on day 0 because they felt too ill and/
or temporarily bedridden for venipuncture; two volunteers were unable to donate
on day 63 due to the winter semester ending and scheduling conflicts (Table 1).
Table 1: A check mark indicates presence of donated sample, a dash mark indicates
absence of sample.

Table 1: Volunteer Blood Collection
Time Duration
Volunteers

0 Day

7 Days

21 Days

42 Days

63 Days

01Z

–

✓

✓

✓

✓

03F

–

✓

✓

✓

✓

09B

–

✓

✓

✓

✓

13P

–

✓

✓

✓

✓

62Q

–

✓

✓

✓

✓

02R

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

77M

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

05J

✓

✓

✓

✓

–

83C

✓

✓

✓

✓

–

28U-A

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

67W-A

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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Volunteers in the study had influenza like illness symptoms and no autoimmune
disorders as determined from responses in their general health questionnaire
and enrollment interview. An additional participant 07X was used as the negative
control who had no influenza like illness symptoms or autoimmune disorders. In
summary, this study had two influenza positive controls, no individuals positive
for autoimmune diseases and one negative control.

ELISA Working Dilutions and Fluorescent Microscopy Optimization
Experimental Determination of 2˚Ab Working Dilution
The working dilution of the goat anti-human IgA/G/M (heavy and light chains)
peroxidase conjugate antibody was 1:1000. This concentration was determined
from an ELISA experiment with the negative control serum 07X at a range of
serial dilutions. The reaction developed into a blue hue with the intensity of the
color proportional to the amount of 2˚Ab present. There was a distinguishable
color contrast from 1:800 to 1:1600 (Figure 1). A 1:1000 dilution was chosen as
the 2˚Ab working concentration because it was mid-range of 1:800 to 1:1600 and
also a simple dilution to calculate for further experiments.
Secondary Antibody Titer
100

200

400

800

1600

3200

6400

12800

25600

51200 102400 204800

Fig. 1: Results of an ELISA assay using serum from volunteer 07X and varying titers of
secondary antibody. The two rows represent duplicates of the same experimental
conditions. The arrow indicates the first greatest color contrast between 1:800 and
1:1600 in the experiment to determine the working 2˚Ab dilution. A value of 1:1000
was chosen as the 2˚Ab working because it was between 1:800-1:1600 and also a
simple dilution to calculate.
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Experimental Determination of Virus Working Dilution
The influenza A virus working dilution was 1:160. This concentration was
determined from an ELISA experiment with negative control serum 07X diluted to
1:100 and 1:500 and virus at serial dilutions. The working virus dilution was
derived by graphing the optical density verses the virus titers and then choosing
the minimum virus titer that produced consistent signals for both 07X dilutions as
indicated by the arrow in Figure 2.

1:100 07X

1:500 07X

Optical Density, 450 nm

2.60

1.95

1.30

0.65

40
1:

80
1:

0
1:

16

0
32
1:

0
64
1:

80
12
1:

60
25
1:

20
51
1:

1:

10

24

0

0.00

Influenza A Virus Titers

Fig 2: Results of an ELISA assay using serum from volunteer 07X and varying titers of
influenza A virus. The OD was read spectrophotometrically at 450 nm using a BioTek®
microplate reader with Gen5 software. The arrow points toward the experimental
determined working Influenza dilution of 1:160. This was the minimum concentration
that produced consistent signals for both the 1:100 and 1:500 dilutions using negative
control volunteer 07X.
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Camera Software Optimization
Camera settings for immunofluorescent photos using the black filter were 128 for
the bright value, black value at 170 and an exposure of 2500s. Settings using
the FITC filter were 5.6 for the bright value, black value at 140 and an exposure
of 8.33s. These configurations delivered the best resolution photos for both sets
of controls consistently and therefore were used for all future photos in the study
(i.e. auto enhancement was not used to collect best photo quality for each
sample). Refer to Figure A1 in Appendix A Immunofluorescent Images for
camera optimization photos.

Influenza Induced Antibody and Autoantibody Levels
Antibodies Against Influenza A Virus in Volunteers
Heightened IgA/G/M antibody production due to influenza infection could be
detected in 82% of the volunteers from earliest collection time point to day 21 at
serum titer 1:2000 (Figure 3). The reported titer value and time point cutoff were
chosen from the case study presented by Ulvestad et al, in which antibodies
against influenza peaked at day 21 at a titer of 1:2000 (331). In the group of
volunteers in which antibody levels were measured at days 0 and 21, 05J
antibody level remained constant, 77M had a slight decrease in antibody
production, and with the exception of 02R who had a sizable increase and the
remaining volunteers in that group had a slight increase of antibodies. In the
group of volunteers in which antibody levels were measured at days 7 and 21, all
volunteers had an increase in antibody production. An unexpected random result
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was the antibody increase observed in the days 7 and 21 group was overall
greater compared to the increase in antibody seen in the days 0 and 21 group.

0 Day

21 Days

7 Days

21 Days

1.20

0.80

62Q

13P

09B

03F

01Z

67W-A

28U-A

83C

05J

0.00

77M

0.40

02R

Opitcal Density, 450nm

1.60

Serum Titer at 1:2000
Fig 3: Results of ELISA measurements to detect antibodies to influenza A virus in
volunteer’s serum using previously determined working dilutions for secondary antibody
and virus. The bars represent the OD value for each volunteer from earliest collected
time point of either day 0 or day 7 to day 21 and the volunteer serum antibody titer is
1:2000. The OD was read spectrophotometrically at 450 nm using a BioTek® microplate
reader with Gen5 software.

Autoantibodies of Volunteers
Increased levels of autoantibodies were detected in 45% of the volunteers, 55%
had no change and none of the volunteers exhibited a decrease of
autoantibodies from earliest collection time point to study endpoint (Table 2).
Participant 28U-A ANA titer was 1:320 on day 0, peaked to 1:640 on day 7 before
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retreating back to 1:320 for days 21, 42 and 63. ANA levels for 09B were 1:320
on days 7 and 21, and then decreased to 1:160 on days 42 and 63. Day 0
sample was not obtained from 09B (refer to Table 1), therefore it is unknown if
the ANA titer increased to 1:320 on day 7 and then decreased to 1:160 or the titer
was 1:320 on day 0. Titer values for 02R began at 1:80 for day 0, elevated to
1:160 for days 7 and 21, before returning to 1:80 for days 42 and 63. Volunteer
67W-A ANA titer was 1:80 for on days 0 and 7, and then increased to 1:160 for
days 21, 42 and 63. ANA levels for 03F was 1:80 on day 7, and then remained
elevated to 1:160 on days 21, 42 and 63.
Table 2: Volunteers with either an increase, decrease or no change in ANA titers.

Table 2: Autoantibody Detection In Volunteers
Volunteers with Increased ANA Levels

45%

Volunteer

Detected Increase*

28U-A, 09B, 02R

Day 7

60%

67W-A, 03F

Day 21

40%

Volunteers with No Change of ANA Levels

Percent with Inc. ANAs

55%

01Z, 13P, 62Q, 83C, 05J, 77M
Volunteers with Decreased ANA Levels

0%

*From earliest collected time point.

Reference Appendix A figures 2A–12A for ANA photos at each titer. All assigned
titer values were reviewed and confirmed by a clinical lab science technician at
MGH who routinely reads ANA slides. Volunteers with increased autoantibodies
detection were observed by days 7 and 21, no increased detection was observed
at day 0 or by day 63.
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Comparison of Autoantibodies and Antibodies Levels Due to Virus Infection
Of the volunteers evaluated for the study, 45% were identified with raised levels
of autoantibodies and IgA/G/M antibodies due to infection with influenza virus,
36% had no change of ANA titers and increased levels of antibodies due to
infection with influenza virus, 9% had no change of ANA titers and decreased
levels of antibodies due to infection with influenza virus, and also 9% had no
change of ANA or antibody titers due to infection with influenza virus (Table 3).
Table 3: Overall percent of volunteers with changes in either autoantibodies, antibodies
or both due to infection with influenza A virus.

Table 3: Levels of Autoantibodies and Antibodies Due to Influenza Virus*
Volunteers with Inc. ANA & Inc. Ab due to Influenza Infection
28U-A, 67W-A, 02R, 09B, 03F

Percentage
45%

Volunteers with No Change ANA & Inc. Ab due to Influenza Infection
01Z, 13P, 62Q, 83C

36%

Volunteers with No Change ANA & Dec. Ab due to Influenza Infection
77M

9%

Volunteers with No Change ANA & No Change. Ab due to Influenza Infection
05J

9%

Volunteers with Dec. ANA & Dec. Ab due to Influenza Infection

0%

*From earliest collected time point.

There were no participants with decreased autoantibodies and antibodies due to
influenza infection. Influenza positive serum control volunteers, 28U-A and 67WA, demonstrated increased ANA and antibodies against influenza. Moreover, all
volunteers in whom an increase in ANA was observed from earliest collection
time point also displayed increased antibodies due to influenza A virus infection.
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DISCUSSION
The analyzed sample size was eleven volunteers. A satisfactory outcome for this
cohort study, getting college students to periodically donate blood throughout a
semester without monetary compensation was a hearty and vital achievement for
this thesis. Five volunteers were unavailable to have their blood drawn on day 0
which did not impact the study results because neither antibodies nor autoantibodies would be elevated due to an infection at time of infection (i.e. day 0).
In regards to day 0 sample for volunteer 09B, a titer either equal or lower than
1:320 (e.g. 1:80) would not have changed the study results that 09B ANA titer
increased during the study duration. Additionally, if day 0 was at a titer higher
than 1:320 (e.g. 1:640) the probable reason for high value would be due to
unknown psychological conditions of the volunteer at time of infection with
influenza.

Serum obtained on day 63 had the same titer as day 42 for all volunteers, except
for 05J and 83C who were not available for venipuncture on day 63. However,
since 05J and 83C had constant ANA values from days 0–42 (Appendix A, Table
A1), it can be reasonably concluded that their day 63 titers would have remained
unchanged at 1:80.

Identification that volunteers were or had been infected with influenza A virus was
carried out via screening the participants for ILI symptoms, particularly for fever—
an indicative feature of influenza infection. This screening process is medical
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standard practice for diagnosing influenza once cases of the virus had been
confirmed in the area. Although this method of diagnosis does not identify the
virus strain. Volunteers 28U-A and 67W-A had been positively diagnosed with
influenza A virus from MGH, confirming the presence of the A strain in Marquette
County. An ELISA test was also performed on the samples as an indication of an
increased antibody production which is typically observed in individuals when
infected with a pathogen. Nine out of the eleven volunteer’s antibodies
demonstrated an increase of antibody production. Whereas volunteer 05J had
no change in antibodies and 77M had a slight decrease. An interesting result
was antibody levels in the days 7 and 21 group were overall greater when
compared to the days 0 and 21 group because antibodies against influenza are
routinely observed at a lower level at day 0 than at day 7. Explanation of this
observation could be due to random selection of sample population in this cohort
study.

Variation in antibody levels could be attributed to the fitness degree of each
individual’s immune systems and/or the virulence of the virus strain. The 2007–
2008 Influenza report by the CDC documented strain A responsible for almost ¾
of influenza infections <2007-2008 Influenza Season>. Marquette County Health
Department 2007 or 2008 annual reports did not specify influenza strains <Mqt
annual health dept. reports>; therefore, the viral infections were likely a repertoire
of strains A and B of varying virulence which could explain why continuity of
increased antibody production in all the volunteers was not observed.
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In the case study presented by Ulvestad et al, the patient’s autoantibodies
peaked at day 42 (331). This was not observed in this study, although the
autoantibody titers for 028U-A and 67W-A, the two volunteers who were
positively diagnosed with influenza A infection, doubled during the course of the
study. Of the volunteers with increased ANAs, none appeared by day 42 (refer to
Table 1A). Five volunteers peaked prior to day 42 and of those five, two
remained elevated. Volunteer 28U-A peaked at day 7, and then decreased by
day 21. Volunteers 02R and 09B increased levels were detected by day 7 and
then decreased by day 42. Volunteers 03F and 67W-A increased by day 21 and
continued at the elevated titer for the remaining time duration points. Of the
volunteers with increased autoantibody levels, volunteers 02R, 67W-A and 03F
had titers that remained within the 1:40-1:160 range during the study duration;
and two participants 09B and 28U-A had ANA titers reach above 1:160, the
defined cutoff value for “normal” individuals by Tan et al (1609). Whereas, all the
participants with ANA values that were unchanged throughout the study,
volunteers 01Z, 13P, 62Q, 77M, 05J and 83C, had titers between 1:40 to 1:160.

In considering the study results, it is inconclusive that infection with influenza A
virus also induces autoantibody manufacturing even though pathogenic infection
with influenza does increase antibody production. Sex, age, environmental
factors and/or influenza vaccination history are contributing factors for the
variation in ANA levels or trends. These individualized personal characteristics
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were not included in the initial study design and consequently not fully disclosed
in the general health questionnaire or enrollment interview.

Women are more likely than men to have autoimmune disorders and therefore
more susceptible to produce autoantibodies during a viral infection. Also, as
individuals get older their immune system gradually becomes less proficient and
more inept leading to molecular mimicry mistakes such as misreading a selfprotein as a foreign protein. Smoking, inadequate diet, lack of regular physical
exercise, repeated exposure to pollutants and high levels of stress all can
contribute to poor immune system fitness impacting an individual’s ability to fight
pathogens while maintaining a level of autoimmunity. Receiving the seasonal
influenza vaccination is not a guarantee that an individual will not get the flu. As
in the case of the 2007-2008 flu outbreak, the vaccine can be ineffective if the
predominant strains of virus were not correctly anticipated. Nonetheless, the
presence of the vaccine may have contributed to the observation that some
volunteers had slight or no changes in their IgA/G/M and autoantibody levels,
because these proteins would already be in an elevated state due to the
immunization.

Suggested improvements for future studies include performing ELISA’s on all
sample time points, isolating and sequencing the virus strain from each
volunteer, diagnosing ANA patterns in addition to scoring the samples (e.g.
speckled, nucleolar), increasing the number of volunteers and/or incorporating
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personal characteristic such as presence of vaccine, sex and age into the study
design for metric and trend developments.

The findings in this study may not directly answer the project scope, that is does
an individual’s autoantibody level increase during or after heightened antibody
production due to influenza A virus infection. However, the results in this study
indicate there may be a defined correlation between autoantibodies and
antibodies produced during an infection because all volunteers with increased
levels of ANA also had elevated antibodies to influenza. Furthermore, the
elevated antibody levels due to influenza infection were only observed in study
subjects with increased ANA levels. In regards to the six volunteers in the study
that increased ANA levels were not observed, random factors (e.g. genetic
predisposition, molecular mimicry, environment) that can cause ANA levels to
increase were either not present or activated to induce increased autoantibody
production.

The significance of this study and the results suggesting a correlation between
autoantibody and antibody production during pathogen infection gives insight to
possible future preventive medical applications such as monitoring ANA levels in
individuals with genetic preposition for ill fated autoimmune diseases like MS or
SLE during a viral infection.
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APPENDIX A: IMMUNOFLUORESCENT IMAGES
Immunofluorescent Images
Camera Software Optimization
Controls

Positive IFA

Negative IFA

Positive Serum Negative Serum

Before
Optimization

After
Optimization

Figure A1: System controls are the IF-ANA positive and negative controls from Nova
Lite ® ANA kit. Serum controls are the volunteer positive (28U-A) and negative (07X)
controls at 1:40 dilution.

Volunteer ANA Photos
Table 1A: Summary of ANA titers. Dash indicates sample was not obtained.

Table A1: Volunteers Ana Titers
ANA Titer
Volunteers

0 Day

7 Days

21 Days

42 Days

63 Days

01Z

–

1:40

1:40

1:40

1:40

03F

–

1:80

1:160

1:160

1:160

09B

–

1:320

1:320

1:160

1:160

13P

–

1:160

1:160

1:160

1:160

62Q

–

1:160

1:160

1:160

1:160

02R

1:80

1:160

1:160

1:80

1:80

77M

1:80

1:80

1:80

1:80

1:80

05J

1:80

1:80

1:80

1:80

–

83C

1:80

1:80

1:80

1:80

–

28U-A

1:320

1:640

1:320

1:320

1:320

67W-A

1:80

1:80

1:160

1:160

1:160
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Volunteer 28U-A
0 Day

7 Days

21 Days

42 Days

63 Days

1:320

1:640

1:320

1:320

1:320

Positive Titer Value
Figure 2A: Volunteer 28U-A was a positive control serum that demonstrated increased
ANA levels, peaking to 1:640 on day 7 then returned to 1:320 by day 21.

Volunteer 67W-A
0 Day

7 Days

21 Days

42 Days

63 Days

1:80

1:80

1:160

1:160

1:160

Positive Titer Value
Figure 3A: Volunteer 67W-A was a positive control serum that demonstrated increased
ANA levels of 1:160 for days 21, 42 and 63.

Volunteer 02R
0 Day

7 Days

21 Days

42 Days

63 Days

1:80

1:160

1:160

1:80

1:80

Positive Titer Value
Figure 4A: Volunteer 02R demonstrated increased ANA levels, elevating to 1:160 for
days 7 and 21.
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Volunteer 09B
7 Days

21 Days

42 Days

63 Days

1:320

1:320

1:160

1:160

Positive Titer Value
Figure 5A: Volunteer 09B demonstrated increased ANA levels of 1:320 for days 7 and 21
and then decreased to 1:160 by day 42.

Volunteer 03F
7 Days

21 Days

42 Days

63 Days

1:80

1:160

1:160

1:160

Positive Titer Value
Figure 6A: Volunteer 03F demonstrated increased ANA levels of 1:160 for days 21, 42
and 63.

Volunteer 01Z
7 Days

21 Days

42 Days

63 Days

1:40

1:40

1:40

1:40

Positive Titer Value
Figure 7A: Volunteer 01Z demonstrated no change in ANA levels. The titer remained
1:40 throughout the study duration.
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Volunteer 13P
7 Days

21 Days

42 Days

63 Days

1:160

1:160

1:160

1:160

Positive Titer Value
Figure 8A: Volunteer 13P demonstrated no change in ANA levels. The titer remained
1:160 throughout the study duration.

Volunteer 62Q
7 Days

21 Days

42 Days

63 Days

1:160

1:160

1:160

1:160

Positive Titer Value
Figure 9A: Volunteer 62Q demonstrated no change in ANA levels. The titer remained
1:160 throughout the study duration.

Volunteer 83C
0 Day

7 Days

21 Days

42 Days

1:80

1:80

1:80

1:80

Positive Titer Value
Figure 10A: Volunteer 83C demonstrated no change in ANA levels. The titer remained
1:80 throughout the study duration.
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Volunteer 77M
0 Day

7 Days

21 Days

42 Days

63 Days

1:80

1:80

1:80

1:80

1:80

Positive Titer Value
Figure 11A: Volunteer 77M demonstrated no change in ANA levels. The titer remained
1:80 throughout the study duration.

Volunteer 05J
0 Day

7 Days

21 Days

42 Days

1:80

1:80

1:80

1:80

Positive Titer Value
Figure 12A: Volunteer 05J demonstrated no change in ANA levels. The titer remained
1:80 throughout the study duration.
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APPENDIX B: HUMAN SUBJECT RESEARCH REVIEW
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